
• How has Christie’s career as a nurse 
infl uenced the way she perceives and 
receives care as a family member of a 
patient? (pg 4)

• What do you think Sylwia meant by: “You 
might choose district nursing if you have 
enough oil in your head”? (pg 31) 

• Why do you think Toby and Batman were 
able to get through to Olivia in ways that 
the nursing team may not have been able 
to? (pg 129)

• If you were a nurse caring for Michael 
Tyson, would you be able to put your 
feelings and judgements aside to provide 
care unconditionally for both father and 
child - why or why not? (pg 135)

• As well as nursing, Christie writes about the process of adoption. How has her background 
in nursing shaped the way she approaches this? (pg. 42, 93, 111, 160)

• Christie introduces us to a few role models from di� erent sectors of nursing. What do you 
think are the most rewarding aspects of being a nurse and what are the most challenging 
aspects? Think about and discuss how these roles may di� er from each other and what they 
have in common.

• Throughout the memoir, Christie emphasises the importance of compassionate care. Why 
do you think Christie considers compassion and empathy to be a vital part of providing 
care? Is there a person, or people, in your life who has had the courage to care in this way? 

• Reading is known to foster and encourage empathy; can you think of other books that have 
helped you step into the shoes of others? Have they changed how you have responded to 
situations in everyday life? 

• Can you think of someone, or multiple people, who have shown the ‘courage to care’ or who 
have inspired you in similar ways to how the nurses, families and patients have inspired 
Christie in the book? 


